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orewor 
ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of 
national Standards bodies HS0 member bedies). The work of preparing lnternational 
Standards is normally carried out through ISO technical committees. Esch member 
body interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been established has 
the right to be represented on that committee. International organizations, govern- 
mental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. 

Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are circulated to 
the member bodies for approval before their acceptance as International Standards by 
the ISO Council. They are approved in accordance with ISO procedures requiring at 
least 75 % approval by the member bodies voting. 

International Standard ISO 8400 was prepared by Vechnical Committee ISO/TC 36, 
Cinema tograph y. 

0 International Organkation dar Standardkation, 1985 0 
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1 Scope and field of application 

This International Standard describes a method for identifying the relationship of the image geometry to the emulsion surface of 
16 mm motion-picture prints. 

2 Description and identification 

2.1 For identification, the film shall be viewed (as shown in the figure in the reading Position), with the head end at the top, the 
Scene or title reading correctly from left to right and, where present, the Sound track on the right hand side. 

For proper identification only two of the three Parameters in 2.1 are required. 

Head 

Picture record Sound trab record Composite print 

Figure 

2.2 The orientation shall be identified as Type A if the emulsion surface is towards the observer, when viewed as described in 2.1. 

2.3 The orientation shall be identified as Type l3 if the emulsion surface is away from the observer, when viewed as described in 2.1. 

3 Bibliography 

ISO 25, Cinematography - Camera usage of 16 mm motion-picture film - Specifications. 

ISO 26, Cinematography - Projector usage of 16 mm motion-picture films for direct front projection - Specifications. 
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ISO 84004985 (E) 

Annex 

(This annex does not form part of the Standard.1 

A.1 In normal front projection, prints identified as Type A are projected with their emulsion side towards the light Source, base side 
towards the lens. 

In normal front projection, prints identified as Type B are run with their emulsion side towards the lens, base side towards the light 
Source. 

A.2 lt is recommended that the type of print should be indicated on the label of the Container. The manner of projection may also 
be given in words, such as “Emulsion to Lens”, “Emulsion to l-amp” or by a typical Symbol. 

A.3 Picture records originally exposed in the Camera, both negative and reversal images, are Type B. 

A.4 For laboratory use the picture and Sound track materials used for making composite prints are normally of the Same geometry. 
The various combinations in regular use for contact printing are summarized in table 1. 

A-type contact printed CRl 

A-type internegative 
from original reversal 

A-type reversal master 
from original reversal 

B-type original Camera negative 

B-type dupe 
f rom master 

negative 
positive 

B-type original reversal 

Table 1 - Baboratory materiak dar contact printing 

A-type track negative 

A-type track negative 

A-type track negative 

B-type track negative 

B-type track negative 

B-type track negative 

Print described as 

Table 2 - Projection information 

Type IJ 

B-type positive 

B-type positive 

B-type reversal 

A-type positive 

A-type positive 

A-type reversal 

Sometimes referred to as 

-- 

Print type 

EM (emulsion) 

RE (read emulsion) 

A-wind 

Base-to-lens 

Typical Symbol 

Type B 

Camera original type 

BA (base) 

RB (read base) 

B-wind 

Emulsion-to-lens 
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